BRIEF FOR COST CONSULTANCY SERVICE:
12 CLAREMONT & EAGLE HOUSE, HASTINGS

WRNV is seeking proposals for cost consultancy support to enable us to complete the
financial business cases for Towns Fund grant aid to these two important heritage buildings.
Background
WRNV is a social enterprise developer, part owned by the Heart of Hastings Community
Land Trust. Both are core parts of an ecosystem of organisations that together are building
the Hastings Commons – a collection of buildings brought from dereliction into productive
use, and a set of collaborative attitudes and behaviours that promote the common good.
We have a great track record in fundraising, first-hand experience of the conversion of Rock
House (9-storey office block converted to mixed use homes, workspace and leisure) and are
currently engaged in the redevelopment of the 4,000 sq.m Observer Building next door.

Brief
We are looking for a cost consultant to work closely with us to develop and refine cost plans
for each of two further buildings:
•
•

12 Claremont (TN34 1HA)
Eagle House (TN34 1DJ)
12 CLAREMONT
Floor
m²
Basement
134.9
Ground
116.5
First
131.1
Second
137.4
Third
148.9
TOTAL:
668.8

EAGLE HOUSE
Floor
Basement
Ground
First
Second
Third
TOTAL:

m²
195
216
215
192
120
938

Both built in the late 1860s, both 5-storey, and both with large light roof spaces, but
otherwise quite different. 12 Claremont has preserved its heritage frontage while the ornate
façade of Eagle House is said to have ‘fallen off’ in the 1980s and was replaced with an ugly,
asymmetrical flat front that is detrimental to the conservation area. Both buildings will
have meanwhile uses before they are fully redeveloped and this is already well underway in
Eagle House.
Along with the Observer Building, these are part of a larger capital project called ‘Hastings
Commons – town to sea’ which has been allocated nearly £4M from the Towns Fund,
subject to the production of a HM Treasury 5-case business case (strategic, economic,
financial, commercial, management cases). The business case will cover the full Hastings
Commons with detail as necessary about each of the three sub-projects. It is due to be
submitted in April 2022. Hastings Borough Council are responsible for allocating the
funding, and have employed the consultancy Mott MacDonald to assist in the preparation
of the business case.
We are therefore seeking expert cost consultancy support between January and April 2022.
This will involve advising throughout the development of the overall business case,
exploring the cost implications of a variety of options for each building, providing figures
and creating text as appropriate for the financial case.
Initial feasibility studies exist for both buildings and we are currently procuring architecture
practices to undertake further design work. We anticipate that this work will fully address
RIBA Stage 1 with some elements of Stage 2 – this is due to the timelines presented by the
funding available. Therefore, the cost consultancy needs to be capable of providing
estimated numbers with clarity about assumptions and advice on risk contingencies and
mitigations.

Requirements of Appointment
As cost consultant, we are looking for someone or a practice that understands our values
and mission. We are a unique collection of organisations that work in a flexible and
adaptable manner – we take on challenging buildings with complex challenges, so we need
you to work with us, not just for us. Therefore, we will require the following:
•
•
•

•

Attend project board meetings at least once a month for each building (primarily
held on Zoom but some site attendance is important)
Attend meetings with Mott MacDonald consultants to assist in creating full business
case
Be available to produce updated costings in Excel in reaction to project changes – for
example “what are the financial implications if we removed one flat from current
proposals?”, “can we explore implications of building an extra storey on top?”, or
“surely there’s a cheaper way to do that?!”
Be available to the project team for informal discussions around costings and the
demands of funders

Please note the project timeline and ensure you/your practice has enough resource to
commit through January to April.
Please submit your expression of interest by Friday 28th January 2022 in the form of:
•
•
•

A covering statement about why you want to do this and why you are the best
person/practice for the job
A CV and/or practice profile, highlighting any relevant examples
A fee proposal showing the following:
- An overall fixed offer amount for this piece of work
- An outline of exactly what your fixed offer amount covers
- A breakdown of costs and rates including hourly/daily rates for additional
work that may be required

If you would like to discuss the brief in more detail, please contact Kit Godfrey,
Development Coordinator to arrange a phone call. EOIs should be emailed to
kit@wrnv.org.uk

